
Abstract
This paper presents a novel linear registration algorithm for
lidar point clouds and aerial images without orientation
parameters. First, preprocessing is conducted to classify the
lidar point clouds into ground points, building points, and
aboveground, non-building points. After preprocessing, the
algorithm consists of two sequential steps, i.e., Tilt Displace-
ment Correction and Height Displacement Correction. As the
kernel of the proposed registration algorithm, the mathemat-
ical model for Height Displacement Correction is a set of
linear formulas analytically deduced from the rigorous
geometric function of a single image. The proposed registra-
tion algorithm does not require any orientation parameters
for the image, which greatly lowers the requirements for
image acquisition. Due to the model’s linearity, the proposed
algorithm is computationally efficient. Our experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can register
aerial images without orientation parameters at the same
accuracy level of space resection based on collinear equa-
tions. This result fulfills the requirement for the fusion of
lidar range data and aerial images in most large-scale urban
modeling applications.

Introduction
Driven by technological developments, the last decade
witnessed fast-growing demands for three-dimensional (3D)
city models. Both topographic Light Detection And Ranging
(lidar) point cloud data and high-resolution aerial imagery
data provide powerful support for creating 3D city models
with highly detailed information. With the capability of
acquiring discrete and densely distributed 3D point clouds,
lidar is widely used to produce digital surface models and
digital elevation models (DSMs/DEMs) and to extract geomet-
ric features of objects (e.g., buildings). However, lidar
acquires 3D points by discontinuous laser pulses. With lidar,
very few points on building edges can be exactly hit by laser
pulses. Therefore, the horizontal accuracy of the edges
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detected from lidar point clouds is generally not satisfied.
High-resolution aerial imagery has higher horizontal accu-
racy for edge detection and rich spectral and texture infor-
mation, which can improve the corresponding lidar data
segmentation and classification. Aerial imagery can also act
as textures on surfaces of 3D building models to enhance the
visual effects in virtual environments. Many sophisticated
algorithms have been developed for deriving 3D information
from aerial imagery. However, automatic matching in
photogrammetry is still a complicated and unreliable
procedure, especially when dealing with large-scale aerial
imagery of urban areas with tall and densely distributed
buildings. Meanwhile, the spectral information in such
imagery is often too rich to segment objects when image
data is the only available data source. Thus, the fusion of
lidar point clouds and aerial imagery is considered as one of
the most promising approaches for creating 3D city models
(Rottensteiner and Jansa, 2002; Fujii and Arikawa, 2002;
McIntosh and Krupnik, 2002; Rottensteiner, 2003; Zhou
et al. 2004; Rottensteiner et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2006; You
and Zhang, 2006; Demir et al. 2008; Dorninger and Pfeifer,
2008; Poullis and You, 2009 ), and detecting trees (Secord
and Zakhor, 2007; Dalponte et al. 2008), as well as detection
of the building changes in urban areas (Murakami et al.
1999). Brenner (2005) reviews a number of automatic and
semi-automatic building reconstruction methods, and
concluded that combining aerial photogrammetry and laser
scanning is the superior way to increase automation and
obtain very accurate results. As the first and most important
step, developing a fast and reliable registration algorithm for
these two data sources is critical to this fusion approach.

Due to their distinct natures, the registration of lidar
point cloud data and aerial imagery is challenging, espe-
cially when the image is not rectified. Collinearity and
coplanarity are the most intuitive constraints for registra-
tion. Deng et al. (2008) proposed a registration algorithm
by matching the straight-line pairs detected from lidar
point clouds and optical images using generalized point
photogrammetry. In generalized point photogrammetry, a
collinear equation is applied to match linear features.
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Habib et al. (2005a) incorporated the straight line features
derived from lidar data and images in photogrammetric
triangulation. The photogrammetric dataset is aligned to
the lidar reference frame through direct incorporation of
lidar lines as the source of control in the photogrammetric
bundle adjustment procedure. A similarity measure is
designed to mathematically ensure that the lidar lines
projected onto the image space coincide with the corre-
sponding image lines. The transformation and similarity
measure are both implemented simultaneously in a copla-
narity condition. Habib et al. (2005b) introduced another
approach which starts by manipulating the photogrammet-
ric imagery to produce a 3D model, including a set of linear
features along object space discontinuities, relative to an
arbitrarily chosen coordinate system. Afterwards, conjugate
photogrammetric and lidar straight line features are used to
establish the transformation between the arbitrarily chosen
photogrammetric coordinate system and the lidar reference
frame. Habib et al. (2006) aligned lidar and photogrammet-
ric data relative to a common reference frame using linear
and areal primitives, which are based on a modified
coplanarity constraint. Liu et al. (2007) utilized lidar
intensity images to collect highly accurate coordinates of
ground control points (GCPs) and generate a high quality
DEM from lidar data for orthorectification by an aerial
triangulation calculation. However, all these methods
require Interior Orientation Parameters (IOPs). The camera
must be strictly calibrated before acquiring images. It is
important to note that the transformation functions in the
above algorithms are nonlinear requiring linearization
preprocessing. To solve the transformation functions, an
iterative algorithm is adopted so as to approach the real
values. Accuracy and convergence depend strongly on the
initial values.

With the significant improvement of non-metric camera
performance and the advent of new remote sensing plat-
forms such as the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), a very
attractive option is to acquire images by non-metric cameras.
However, fiducial marks are not provided with non-metric
cameras to get IOPs. Many free and high quality images are
easily accessed in the Internet, but they also usually do not
have IOPs and Exterior Orientation Parameters (EOPs).
Without IOPs, it is difficult to transform the image from the
pixel coordinate system to an image space coordinate
system. Further without EOPs, it is difficult to offer relatively
precise initial values for the iterative calculation. Some
researchers have tried to use a non-metric, small format, and
low cost digital camera to obtain aerial images (Delara et al.
2004). In their approaches, the pixel is utilized as the unit
of measurement for photogrammetric observations and the
determination of interior orientation parameters. The bundle
block adjustment is performed by using both lidar intensity
image and aerial images. These studies revealed that the
utilization of the pixel as a unit in the image system is
consistent and efficient. Zhang and Zhang (2004) computed
image orientation parameters from vanishing points for
modeling with a single image. Hu et al. (2006) studied the
possibility of using aerial images simply downloaded from
the Internet, without any orientation information. In their
studies, the camera’s orientation parameters are estimated by
three vanishing points. The rectified image generated by the
recovered camera hinges on the assumption that the differ-
ence of buildings’ depth can be ignored. An affine model is
used to register the rectified aerial image to the 2D range
image generated from lidar data by manually selecting
matching points. However, in order to obtain the camera’s
orientation parameters, the vanishing points of three mutu-
ally orthogonal directions are necessary, which is not an
easy task for all aerial images.

The vanishing point of the vertical direction is
referred to as the photo’s nadir point in photogrammetry.
A large number of vertical lines can be identified in urban
areas, for example, the intersections of building walls.
Thus, it is feasible to make use of these vertical lines in
urban areas to acquire the nadir point. Zhang et al. (2007)
carried out the absolute orientation of aerial imagery over
urban areas combining with vertical lines according to the
vanishing point theory. Zhang et al. (2007 and 2008)
established a mathematical model for vertical lines and
linear features supported aerial triangulation by vanishing
point theory.

The transformation functions used in the traditional
photogrammetry are based on the space resection model
described by collinear equations. It is a physical sensor
model whose parameters are physically meaningful and
rigorous. Collinear equations are nonlinear and known
oriented parameters are usually required for solving these
equations by iteration. At the very least, the initial values
of the orientation parameters should be provided for
iteration. The success and the speed of convergence
depend heavily on the quality of these initial values.
In practice, the initial values are often unknown or not
precise enough for a converging solution (Jiang et al.,
2007).

To avoid those problems of the rigorous model above,
another type of transformation functions, generalized sensor
models, were developed. They directly use general paramet-
ric functions to approximate the relationship between object
and image pixels. Therefore, they are non-physical sensor
models and do not reflect the imaging process. Typical
generalized models include the polynomial model and the
Rational Functional Model (RFM). The one-order RFM is
identical to the Direct Linear Transform Model (DLT) as
shown in Equations 1:

(1)

In the DLT model, these parameters (coefficients) do
not have physical meanings, and orientation parameters
are not required to solve these models. Known orientation
parameters also do not contribute to improve the solving
of these models. Tao and Hu (2001) studied RFM for image
rectification and proposed a least-squares solution to
calculate these Rational Function Coefficients (RFCs).
Abedini et al. (2008) extract distinctive features from lidar
intensity data and aerial images by the Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT), then use the quadratic polyno-
mial transformation for registration. However, the quad-
ratic polynomial transformation only works well in the
areas with slight topographic relief.

This paper presents a novel linear registration algo-
rithm, Two-step Displacement Correction, for lidar point
clouds and aerial image without orientation parameters.
The algorithm is featured by a combination of two sequen-
tial displacement corrections, i.e., Tilt Displacement
Correction and Height Displacement Correction. Both the
two displacement corrections have explicit physical
meanings. The core algorithm is linear and iteration is not
necessary. The following section outlines the main steps
and principles of this algorithm. The mathematical model
of the Height Displacement Correction, the kernel of this
method, is deduced in detail in an independent section.
The last two sections describe our experimental results,
discussions, and conclusions.

y �
b1X � b2Y � b3Z � b4

c1X � c2Y � c3Z � 1

x �
a1X � a2Y � a3Z � a4

c1X � c2Y � c3Z � 1
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Figure 1. The Workflow of the Two-step Displacement
Correction Algorithm. Figure 2. Geometric model of an image.

Methodology
The purpose of registration is to create functional spatial
relations between laser footprints and image pixels. After
registration, point clouds are projected on the image space so
that every lidar point has spectral information in addition to
its 3D coordinates, thereby improving feature extraction and
texture mapping. In this paper, the lidar dataset is assumed to
be geometrically true, providing both high quality control
points and a digital surface model (DSM) for registration.

Other than creating direct functional spatial relations
between laser footprints and image pixels, our research
focuses on registration from an indirect viewpoint, i.e.,
image displacement. If the amount and the direction of the
displacement of each lidar point are calculated, the registra-
tion can be carried out equivalently. We break down the
image displacement into two sequential displacements, i.e.,
tilt displacement and height displacement. The registration
method proposed in this paper, Two-step Displacement
Correction, is designed to correct these two displacements
separately and sequentially after preprocessing. The work-
flow of this algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

During preprocessing, lidar point clouds are classified
into three categories, i.e., ground points, building points, and
non-building points. This preprocessing helps the following
two displacement correction steps to select the required
control points for registration. Many algorithms are available
for this preprocessing. In our experiments, the ground points
and aboveground points are separated by a filter based on
morphological gradient (Li and Wu, 2008a), while the
buildings and non-building points are distinguished by a
region growing algorithm based on mathematical morphology
(Li and Wu, 2008b).

After the above preprocessing, the two displacement
correction steps of the proposed algorithms are:

Step 1: Tilt Displacement Correction
Tilt displacement can be recognized as the displacement
caused by the non-parallelity of the image plane and the
datum plane in the object space. This step creates a func-
tional relationship to map the datum plane to the image
plane. It consists of sub-steps.

• Sub-step 1.1: Define a datum plane in object space.
• Sub-step 1.2: Find control points in datum plane and their

correspond coordinates on the image plane. Though lidar
points are densely distributed, it is not easy to define a datum
that has obvious control points. To avoid this problem, Step
1.1 and Step 1.2 can be mixed. First, find candidate control
points on the ground. Then from these candidate control
points, select a subset that has the smallest height difference.
Finally, use the average height of the points in this subset to
define the datum plane. The points in this subset are the
control points for tilt displacement correction.

• Sub-step 1.3: For these control points, project them to the
datum plane, i.e., use their X and Y coordinates and omit
their Z coordinates.

• Sub-step 1.4: Create tilt displacement correction function to
map from the datum plane to the image plane. Perspective
transformation, linear transformation, or quadratic polynomial
transformation can be used to model this mapping. A least-
square solution is usually applied to retrieve these coefficients.
Through this mapping function, each lidar point A(X, Y, Z) can
be projected to the datum, i.e., A0(X, Y), and find its mapping
pixel in image space with tilt displacement corrected, say a0.

Step 2: Height Displacement Correction
This correction is to remove the displacement caused by the
perspective geometry of the camera and the height difference
of each lidar point relative to the datum plane. Height dis-
placement radiates outward from the photo nadir point at
which a vertical line through the perspective center of the
camera lens intersects the image plane. This correction
includes four sub-steps.

• Sub-step 2.1: Find the nadir point. There are plenty of
perpendicular lines available in urban areas such as
intersections of building walls. The intersection of these
perpendicular lines in the image space is exactly the photo
nadir point. So the photo nadir point can be determined by
intersecting these perpendicular lines on the image.

• Sub-step 2.2: Create a polar coordinate system originated at
the nadir point for determination of the amount and
direction of height displacement.

• Sub-step 2.3: Given a lidar point A(X, Y, Z), calculate its
height displacement on the image plane a0, the pixel
obtained on Sub-step 1.4. A mathematical model of this
height displacement correction, including the distance and
the direction, is deduced in the next section.

• Sub-step 2.4: Synthesize the distance and directional
displacements to obtain the final registered point on the
image plane for each lidar point.

Mathematical Model of Height Displacement Correction
The geometric model of an image is illustrated in Figure 2
where S is the perspective projection center of this image.
The datum is a horizontal plane whose height is the
average of the ground control points selected for Tilt
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Figure 3. The perpendicular plane of SN
and AA0. Figure 4. Sub-graph of Figure 2.

Displacement Correction. N is the ground nadir point
where the perpendicular line passing through S intersects
the datum plane. A is an arbitrary lidar point. A0 is the
perpendicular projection of A on the datum plane, and n
is the photo nadir point where the perpendicular line
passing through S intersects the image plane. The location
of n is retrieved by intersecting perpendicular lines on the
image, a is the corresponding image point of A, and a0 is
the corresponding image point of A0 after Tilt Displace-
ment Correction. The principal point of the image is o, the
normal projection of S on the image plane, and o1 is the
perpendicular foot where the line na and its normal So1
intersect. u is the angle between the image plane and the
datum plane.

In order to obtain a, the true location of A projected on
the image plane, the height displacement, a-a0, should be
calculated. Figure 3 shows the geometric relationship of
these entities on the perpendicular plane of SN and AA0.

In order to calculate a-a0, some auxiliary lines are
appended in Figure 3. A0A1 is a parallel line of na. Point A1
is the intersection of line A0A1 and the extension of line SA.
o2 is the intersection of line NA0 and the extension of line
So1. o3 is the intersection of line A0A1 and the extension of
line So2. S1 is the intersection of line A0A1 and the exten-
sion of line SN. a is the angle between line Sn and line So1.
b is the angle between line So1 and Sa0. According to
parallel condition, Equation 2 holds:

(2)

where �h � aa0, r � na, and h � AA0.
Equation 2 builds a bridge between object space and

image space. The variables on the left side of Equation 2 can
be determined in image space using pixel unit, and the
variables on the right side of Equation 2 can be determined
in object space using of meters. The units of both sides of
the equation need not be uniform as long as both ratios are
equal. The following task is to replace variables in Equation

dh
r

 �  
A1A0

A1S1
 �  

h
SS1

2 by constants or variables measurable in the image space or
the object space.
Equation 3 is reformatted from Equation 2:

(3)

where H1 � So3.
From Figure 3, we can also derive Equation 4:

(4)

where H � SN.
Equation 4 can be further reformatted to Equation 5:

(5)

By substituting Equation 5 into Equation 3, we can obtain:

(6)

And tgb can be represented as Equation 7:

(7)

where r0 � na0, f1 � So1.
Equation 8 is derived from Equations 6 and 7:

(8)

Considering Equation 8, only a and f1 are not measura-
ble or constant for a single image and must be reformatted
by other variables or constants. Figure 4 is a part of the

dh �
hr
H

 (1 �
r0

f1
  sin a cos a)

tgb �
a0o1

f1
 �

na0 � no1

f1
 �

r0 � f1tga

f1

dh �
hr cos a cos(a � b)

H cos b
 �

hr
H

 (cos2a � cos a sin atgb).

H1 �
H cos b

 cos(a � b)
 .

SA0 �
H

 cos(a � b)
 �

H1

 cos b

dh �
hr

SS1
 �

hr cos a
H1
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Figure 5. Polar coordinate system
in image space.

geometric model in Figure 2 highlighting the local geome-
try. f is the distance of So, namely principal distance. v is
the angle between no and no1. Equations 9 can be derived
from Figure 4:

(9)

Equations 9 can be rearranged into Equations 10:

(10)

� and f1 in Equation 8 can be replaced by Equations 10,
which leads to Equation 11:

(11)

In Equation 11, only � cannot be determined because
the location of principal point o is unknown. A planar
polar coordinate system is created around n in image
space shown as Figure 5. The polar axis is from point
n to horizontal right. w0 is the polar angle of o which is
anticlockwise from polar axis. w is the polar angle of o1
which is counterclockwise from polar axis. Then v can be
represented as Equation 12:

(12)

By substituting Equation 12 into Equation 11, we can
obtain the following linear function (Equation 13):

(13)

where ,  , 

Noticing that c0, c1, and c2 are constants for an image,
Equation 13 is a linear function, in which l, x, and y can be
determined using measurements of control points. So c0, c1,

l �
dh
hr

 ,  x � r0 cos w, y � r0 sin w

c2 � �
 sin w0 sin u cos u

fH

c1 � �
 cos w0 sin u cos u

fH
c0 �

1
H

l � c0 � c1x � c2y

v � w � w0.

dh �
hr
H

 (1 � r0 cos v 
 sin u cos u

f
).

f1 � f 
 cos a
 cos u

 .

sin a � cos v sin u

f

 cos u
�

f1

 cos a
.

cos v �
 sin a
 sin u

and c2 can be determined by selecting some control points
in the image and the object space. The error equation is
hence established as Equation 14:

(14)

where

where m is the number of control points.
The normal equation can be represented by Equation 15

according to the theory of least-squares adjustment.

(15)

So the solution of X can be calculated as follows:

(16)

Substituting (r-r0) for dh in Equation 13, Equation 17
can be derived by rearranging Equation 13:

(17)

c0, c1, and c2 can be calculated by Equation 16. r0 is known
after tilt displacement correction. w can be calculated in
the polar coordinate system as shown in Figure 5, and h of
every lidar point is known. So r can be calculated accord-
ing to Equation 17. So by this model, the corresponding
pixel a of every lidar point A can be determined through
the above steps.

Experimental Results and Discussion
In order to verify the proposed registration algorithm, experi-
ments were conducted using the lidar data and an aerial image
which cover a part of the downtown area of Jingzhou City,
Hubei Province, China. The two types of data were acquired
simultaneously in February 2008. The flying height was 700
m, and the lidar data was acquired by a Leica ALS50 system.
The average point spacing along flying direction was 0.5 m.
The average point spacing across flying direction was 0.3 m.
The aerial image was captured by a RCD105 digital camera.
The image resolution is 0.18 m. The image data has both IOPs
and EOPs as shown in Table 1. To examine the proposed
algorithm and compare it with DLT, we simply neglect these
parameters. Meanwhile, we use these parameters when
examining traditional photogrammetric algorithms for period
comparison. The test data are shown in Plate 1.

The lidar point clouds are classified by filtering and
building detection as shown in Plate 2a and 2b. The control
points are selected manually in the lidar point cloud and
aerial image, respectively. They are divided into two types.
One type is ground points as shown in Plate 2c, which is
used for Tilt Displacement Correction. Another type is object
points mainly residing on roof corners as shown in Plate 2d,
which are used for Height Displacement Correction.

In our study, height displacement is calculated accord-
ing to the photo nadir point which is determined by inter-
secting perpendicular lines on the image. The perpendicular

r �  
r0

1 � h(c0 � c1r0 cos w � c2r0 sin w)
 .

X � (ATA)�1ATL.

(ATA)X � ATL.

L � [l1  l2 Á  lm]T

X � [c0  c1  c2]T

A � ≥ 1 x1 y1

1 x2 y2

Á Á Á
1 xm ym

¥
V � [V1 V2 Á  Vm]T

V � AX � L
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TABLE 1. IOP AND EOP OF AERIAL IMAGE

IOP

Principal point x (m) Principal point y (m) Focal length (m)
0.0000978078 �0.00016021344 �0.036099408097184

EOP

Xs (m) 620700.900 Pitch (rad) 2.77132
Ys (m) 3354349.874 Roll (rad) �5.72936
Zs (m) 759.153 Heading (rad) 90.41530

Plate 1. Test datasets: (a) lidar point clouds rendering by elevation, and (b) aerial image.

lines are straight lines fitted by the sample points along
intersection lines of building walls as shown in Figure 6a.
The intersection point of these perpendicular lines is
obtained by least-squares adjustment as shown in Figure 6b.

In this experiment, 23 pairs of corresponding points are
selected as control points for displacement correction, in
which 12 pairs are for the Tilt Displacement Correction as
shown in Plate 3a, and 11 pairs are for the Height Displace-
ment Correction as shown in Plate 3b. Those control points
are selected manually on the image and in the lidar point
clouds, respectively.

In our experiment, the tilt displacement is corrected by
the following quadratic polynomial functions:

(18)

The corresponding relation of lidar points and pixels
recreated after the Tilt Displacement Correction is shown
as Plate 4a, where every lidar point is displayed using the
color of its corresponding pixel. It shows that the lidar
point clouds and the aerial image are nearly registered
except for the height displacements. Some pixels on roofs

y � b0 � b1X � b2Y � b3X2 � b4XY � b5Y2.

x � a0 � a1X � a2Y � a3X2 � a4XY � a5Y2

appear on ground lidar points. After both tilt and height
displacement are corrected, the correspondent relation
of lidar point clouds and image pixels is shown as
Plate 4b. Plate 5 is a detailed image of the registration
results. The plates show that, with the tilt and height
displacement correction working together, the final registra-
tion is visually accurate. The following quantitative
assessment further reveals this.

Tables 2 and 3 present the quantitative assessment of
the proposed registration algorithm. Table 2 shows the errors
of the 12 ground control points for Tilt Displacement Corre-
tion before height displacement is corrected. After both the
tilt and height displacement are corrected, the errors of the
11 object control points of Height Displacement Correction
are shown in Table 3.

In order to compare the proposed algorithm with the
traditional photogrammetric algorithm, the lidar point
clouds and aerial image were also registered by (a) the
space resection algorithm based on the collinearity equa-
tions, and (b) Direct Linear Transform (DLT), using the
above 23 control points. After iterative calculation, the
EOPs deduced from space resection are shown in Table 4.
Table 5 presents a quantitative comparison of the three
registration algorithms. It shows that the proposed
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Plate 2. Selecting control points in lidar point clouds: (a) Result after filtering, (b) Result after
building detection, (c) Selecting control points from ground points for Tilt Displacement Correction,
and (d) Selecting control points from object points for Height Displacement Correction (red: building
points, green: aboveground non-building points, white: ground points, yellow: control point).

algorithm achieves the same or even a slightly better
accuracy level than that of the space resection algorithm,
and is far better than DLT.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel registration
algorithm, Two-step Displacement Correction, for lidar point
clouds and an aerial image without orientation parameters.
The proposed algorithm is a combination of two sequential
displacement corrections, i.e., Tilt Displacement Correction
and Height Displacement Correction. The algorithm is
demonstrated as feasible and efficient to accurately register
aerial image to lidar point clouds, specifically when the
orientation parameters of the image are not available. The
following statements can be concluded:

1. The algorithm can accurately register the aerial images
without orientation parameters and achieve the same

accuracy level of the traditional photogrammetric space
resection algorithm.

2. The model of the Height Displacement Correction is based
on rigorous geometric functions. It is able to accurately fit
height displacement of any imaging angle. It builds a linear
bridge between object space and image space, and the two
spaces can have different units. Pixel coordinate system can
be directly used in the registration process.

3. The whole registration procedure does not need any
orientation parameters of the image as either known
parameter or initial values for iteration. This makes it
possible that the aerial images acquired by non-metric
cameras or other ways can be used for the fusion with lidar
point clouds.

4. All equations used in the proposed Height Displacement
Correction algorithm are linear, so the solution is computa-
tion-efficient compared with the iteration calculation of the
traditional nonlinear algorithms.

5. The proposed algorithm is based on a rigorous model, in
which the original coefficients have physical meaning. These
coefficients are different from the space resection model.
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Figure 6. Determination of the photo nadir point using perpendicular lines: (a) Fitting a perpendicular
line on the image, and (b) The photo nadir point calculated by intersecting perpendicular lines.

Plate 3. Distribution of the control points on the image: (a) The control points for Tilt Displacement
Correction, and (b) The control points for Height Displacement Correction (Yellow crosses are
control points).

Some of these parameters only play intermediate roles and
are not resolved.

6. The proposed algorithm is also different from those general-
ized sensor models such as RFM or DLT, though all of them
do not depend on orientation parameters. The coefficients in
these generalized sensor models do not have physical

meanings, while the original parameters in the proposed
algorithm are physically meaningful.

However, the proposed algorithm also requires some
prerequisites. Ground control points are necessary for Tilt
Displacements Correction. These control points are required to
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Plate 4. Perspective projection of lidar points in the color of their corresponding pixels. (a) Overview
after Tilt Displacement Correction, and (b) Overview after both Tilt and Height Displacement Correction
(Yellow cross are control points).

avoid large height differences. Also, this algorithm relies on the
photo nadir point which is collected by intersection of expen-
diture lines. Though these expenditure lines are easily col-
lected in urban areas from building’s corner lines, this partially
limits the possible applications of the proposed algorithm.
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TABLE 2. THE ERRORS OF THE 12 GROUND CONTROL POINTS 
AFTER TILT DISPLACEMENT CORRECTED

Control point x (pixel) y (pixel) Height (m)

1 �3 3 5.03
2 0 �6 5.50
3 5 6 6.08
4 1 �1 5.70
5 �7 �6 5.71
6 �4 0 5.98
7 0 2 6.08
8 0 0 6.20
9 �3 �2 6.04
10 5 1 6.04
11 �1 �2 5.29
12 1 �1 6.48

RMSE 3.36 3.31

TABLE 3. THE ERRORS OF THE 11 OBJECT CONTROL POINTS AFTER
BOTH TILT AND HEIGHT DISPLACEMENT CORRECTED

Control point x (pixel) y (pixel) Height (m)

1 �4 3 20.37
2 6 7 22.84
3 �4 4 27.86
4 2 3 29.44
5 4 �2 30.43
6 �1 �5 28.38
7 �2 �3 27.99
8 0 �6 27.77
9 0 0 26.46
10 1 �3 31.96
11 �2 �8 29.55

RMSE 2.98 4.57

TABLE 4. EOP CALCULATED BY SPACE RESECTION BASED 
ON COLLINEAR EQUATIONS

Before registration After registration

Xs (m) 620700.90 620701.82
Ys (m) 3354349.87 3354349.32
Zs (m) 759.15 765.64
Pitch (rad) 2.77 3.18
Roll (rad) �5.72 �3.04
Heading (rad) 90.41 92.67

TABLE 5. THE ERROR COMPARISON OF THE CONTROL POINTS USING DIFFERENT REGISTRATION ALGORITHMS

Our algorithm Space resection DLT

Control point x (pixel) y (pixel) x (pixel) y (pixel) x (pixel) y (pixel) Height (m)

1 �2 1 �2 3 �19 70 5.03
2 0 �6 0 �2 9 60 5.50
3 6 7 6 5 52 54 6.08
4 1 �1 1 �3 49 48 5.70
5 �7 �5 �6 �7 41 31 5.71
6 �3 0 �2 2 31 1 5.98
7 1 2 1 7 14 �10 6.08
8 0 0 0 4 4 �22 6.20
9 �3 �1 �5 �5 �42 �41 6.04
10 6 1 7 4 �19 9 6.04
11 0 �2 1 0 �28 29 5.29
12 3 �2 2 �8 48 �44 6.48
13 �4 3 �5 1 �9 27 20.37
14 6 7 3 3 19 18 22.84
15 �4 4 �6 3 �1 4 27.86
16 2 3 0 1 1 1 29.44
17 4 �2 3 3 3 4 30.43
18 �1 �5 �3 �4 �4 �6 28.38
19 �2 �3 0 �1 �2 �1 27.99
20 0 �6 1 �4 �1 �2 27.77
21 0 0 0 �1 �2 7 26.46
22 1 �3 �3 �5 �5 �7 31.96
23 �2 �8 �5 �6 �4 �5 29.55

RMSE 3.31 3.93 3.51 4.13 24.78 30.25
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